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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CVR/IT Consulting LLC announces the release of a new Board Game: Project SN-AFU
The company is releasing this game under a Creative Commons BY-NC-SA 4.0 license.
Raleigh, NC March 1, 2016 – Available immediately, CVR/IT Consulting LLC announces a new
board game intended for individuals with project experience. The company is distributing the
game under a Creative Commons BY-NC-SA 4.0 license. This license allows anyone to
download, use, modify, and share the game for free, subject to some limitations. Full details on
the license are available at creativecommons.org


The Core Game – Project SN-AFU provides entertainment by giving players the
opportunity to make non-politically correct comments about business projects and the
people and circumstances surrounding them. Players may also create difficulties for one
another in ways that would generally be considered contrary to standard project practice
and ethics. Card play drives action on the game board.



Expansion Packs – Expansion Packs add to the game by providing additional cards. In
this initial release of the game there are two Expansion Packs available:
o NSFW Expansion Pack 1: 60 cards that most people would consider Not Safe
for Work
o Certifiable PM Expansion Pack 1: 70 cards that twist and distort terminology
and concepts that most project professionals would understand.

Full information about this new game and access to the free download are available immediately
on the game web site: www.projectsnafu.com
About CVR/IT Consulting LLC
CVR/IT Consulting LLC is a Project Services and Training company located in the greater
metropolitan area of Raleigh, NC. The company provides formal professional consultation in all
matters related to Project Management and Business Analysis, as well as training, PM practice
assessment, and guidance in Project Portfolio Management. The company's curriculum of Project
Management courseware is available for license by qualified training providers. Dr. Gary J.
Evans, author of the courseware, brings over two decades of project management and business
analysis experience to development of the company's extensive curriculum. He is principal
manager of the company, a certified Project Management Professional (PMP®) and past officer
of the North Carolina chapter of the Project Management Institute.
For more information on the product visit www.projectsnafu.com
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###
This press release is of interest to editors and journalists covering Board Games, Project
Management, and General Business.

